First Grade Curriculum Checklist
Math Skills:

___ Count up/back by 1’s starting at any number up to 100
___ Compare numbers using <, > and = symbols up to 100
___ Count by 1’s, 2’s, 5’s and 10’s to 100,
___ Sequence by size, by number, and by events
___ Knows subtraction facts up to 10 without manipulative
___ Create and extend complex patterns
___ Divide groups of objects into even sets
___ Tell time to the hour, to the half hour and to the quarter hour
___ Understands the concept of measurement
___ Measure to the nearest inch
___ Describe functions relating to trading coins
___ Can name and identify the value of U.S. coins

Phonic Skills:

___ Uses phonetic rules to decode words with success
___ Understand what root words and suﬃxes are
___ Understand what plurals are and what preﬁxes are
___ Understand what compound words are

Science and Social Studies:

___ Understands time sequences such as days, weeks, months and years
___ Can give accurate reasons for celebrating U.S. holidays
___ Can deﬁne and locate continents, oceans, mountains, rivers and lakes
___ Can describe qualities or descriptive traits of famous Americans
___ Respects and show concern for life, nature and the environment
___ Knows that living things grow, reproduce and need food, air and water
___ Appreciate diﬀerent cultural, community, religious and family celebrations

Art Education/ Physical Education:

___ Show interest in art and gym activities
___ Will explore diﬀerent art materials
___ Demonstrates eﬀort and has pride in the quality of the art they create
___ Participates with ease in art and gym activities

Work and study Habits:

___ Transitions well from one activity to another
___ Works neatly and carefully, striving for accuracy and quality
___ Deals well with constructive criticism
___ Seeks help when appropriate
___ Takes risks with new ideas and experiences
___ Works well in group activities, doing my share of the work load
___ Use spelling words appropriately
___ Forms numbers correctly and legibly up to 100
___ Use evidence from text to visualize poetry

___ Understand basic addition and subtraction facts up to 20
___ Understand numbers that come before and after
___ Write numbers 0-10, 11-20, and 1-100
___ Know addition facts up to 20 without manipulative
___ Know fact families (related add & sub)
___ Sort objects and explain rationale
___ Add 2 and 3 digit numbers without regrouping
___ Read a graph, Use the calendar
___ Recognizes and can make 8 basic shapes, Understand symmetry
___ Uses dollar and cents signs appropriately
___ Understands the fractions ½, 1/3 and ¼
___ Can write a number sentence for a word problem
___ Can rhyme and understand what rhyming is
___ Understand and can apply alphabetical order
___ Understand what contractions are
___ Understand what syllables are

___ Is able to make connections between past and present
___ Understands that maps represent space and places
___ Can make a hypothesis
___ Uses skills of observation and inquiry eﬀectively
___ Describe the basic stages of a life cycle of various living things
___Show how an organism’s habitat provides for its basic needs
___ Identify and apply cardinal directions such as N, S, E & W

___ Applies artistic styles/concepts taught by the art teacher
___ Can express self through art activities
___ Control of body movements
___ Demonstrate good sportsmanship

___ Move independently from task to task in the classroom
___ Age appropriate attention span
___ Follow directions with accuracy
___ Return completed homework on time
___ Initiate and complete tasks
___ 80% accuracy or better on spelling tests
___ Form manuscript letters correctly and legibly
___ Predict outcomes from what has been read

Social and Emotional Skills:
___ kind to others and concerned of others feelings
___ Accepts others point of view, Does not interrupt others
___ Interacts well with adults and peers
___ Accepts and responds positively to the teacher’s authority

___ Is developing a good self image
___ Normally follows the rules, Modiﬁes behavior when spoken to
___ Has appropriate control of their own feelings
___ Respects self, others and property

English and Language art Skills:
___ Understand what is read aloud with accuracy
___ Understand what has been read and can recall speciﬁc details
___ Predict outcomes from what has been read
___ Recall main ideas, details, and the correct sequence
___ Speak and writes with correct standard of English
___ Read silently without vocalization and with accurate comprehension
___ Give oral presentations using criteria from a rubric
___ Use correct capitalization, spacing and punctuation when writing
___ Read aloud at grade level ﬂuently with expression and without hesitation

___ Make connections to text
___ Find proof to answer questions
___ Use evidence from text to visualize poetry
___ Write using grade level inventive spelling
___ Compose complete sentences
___ Use non-ﬁction text features to gather information
___ Write with focus, organization and detail
___ Use proper indentations in paragraph structure

